## Loss Prevention Assessment - Allocation Model Factors 2019-2020

### Loss Prevention Violation:
- 5% credit if there has been **No** violation of the Fraternity’s Loss Prevention Policies in the previous two fiscal years.
- 15% credit if **No** violations of the Fraternity’s Loss Prevention Policies have occurred in the previous three fiscal years.

### Claims/Loss History:
- 5% credit if the chapter has experienced **No** losses over $2,500 (paid or reserve) in the previous two fiscal years.
- 15% credit if the chapter has experienced **No** losses over $2,500 (paid or reserve) in the previous four fiscal years.

### No Facility:
- 30% credit if the chapter does not own or lease a facility.

### GreekLifeEdu Training: (Substitute programs will not be accepted):
- 5% credit if the chapter has 50% of the membership certified by GreekLifeEdu (minimum of 5 members).
- 10% credit if the chapter has 75% of the membership certified by GreekLifeEdu (minimum of 10 members).

### Educational Conferences:
- 5% credit if the chapter has attended the organized Loss Prevention Seminar at the last two Leadership Institutes, Presidents Academy, and Regional Leadership Academies.
- 10% credit if the chapter has attended the organized Loss Prevention Seminar at the last four Leadership Institutes, Presidents Academy, and Regional Leadership Academies.

### Substance-Free Housing (SFH) Incentive Program:
- 15% credit to chapters that adopt and adhere to the SFH Policy. To be eligible for this discount, chapters complete the verification form by August 1, 2019. The prior expectation for the SFH Policy to be implemented for a minimum of 1 semester prior to the beginning of the school year is waived.

### Property Inspection Compliance Incentive Program:
- 10% credit for chapters who have had an insurance inspection of their chapter facility within the past three fiscal years and who have on file with the Fraternity a report that they are in compliance with all recommendations of the inspection report or Loss Prevention Committee approval to defer such compliance.